Kubernetes
DIVING INT0 THE BEST PRACTICES

#1

Use microservices

Design your architecture using stateless,
single-purpose microservices following
the 12-Factor App philosophy.
Focus on the ability to scale horizontally,
observability (metrics, logging, tracing)
and resiliency.

#2

CI/CD Pipelines

CI/CD Pipelines

With your favorite CI/CD server
- such as Jenkins, Concourse, Gitlab CI your application will be built, tested and
delivered as Docker images.

#3

Docker Images

Build once, run everywhere!
Make your Docker images small,
immutable and portable so they can
be deployed to many environments
without a hassle.

#4

Centralized
Docker Registry

All Docker images are pushed
by the build pipeline in a central
Docker Registry, so they can be used
in Kubernetes clusters.

GitOps anyone?

#5

GitOps anyone?

Put your Kubernetes manifests - written
as Helm charts, Ksonnet or Kustomize
templates - in different Git repository,
giving you access control, audit and a
deployment approval process.

#6

Running different
types of workloads

Use your Kubernetes cluster to
the fullest by not only running stateless
applications, but batch and cron jobs
as well, optimally exploiting
your infrastructure.

#7

Stateful
applications

Stateful
applications

Running stateless applications
within Kubernetes is straightforward,
but what about databases or other
stateful applications? Consider the
technical risks and run your primary
datastores outside your cluster.

#8

Applications:
Exposed!

Use Kubernetes Service to make your
applications accessible from inside
your cluster, or expose them to the
outside world by using NodePorts,
LoadBalancers or Ingresses.

Organizing
with Namespace

#9

Organizing
with Namespace

Share a cluster with namespaces.
Use a namespace for each environment
like development, test and production,
or implement a more fine-grained
segregation with namespaces for
each team or application.

#10

Capacity planning

Know your resource requirements and
limits for your applications. By setting
the correct values, the scheduler can
optimize CPU and memory usage,
reducing both cost and downtime.

#11

s Control

Access Control

Manage access to Kubernetes resources
with Role-Based Access Control or
Open Policy Agent ensuring security
and efficiency of your services running
on a Kubernetes cluster.

#12

Kubernetes
Deployment Model

Analyze all the different Kubernetes
providers - whether public, private,
on-premise or hybrid - and select
the one that best fits your needs.

